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Observations of interplanetary dust by the Juno magnetometer investigation
One of the Juno magnetometer investigation's star cameras was configured to search for unidentified objects during Juno's transit en route to Jupiter. This camera detects and registers luminous objects to magnitude 8. Objects persisting in more than five consecutive images and moving with an apparent angular rate of between 2 and 18,000 arcsec/s were recorded. Among the objects detected were a small group of objects tracked briefly in close proximity to the spacecraft. The trajectory of these objects demonstrates that they originated on the Juno spacecraft, evidently excavated by micrometeoroid impacts on the solar arrays. The majority of detections occurred just prior to and shortly after Juno's transit of the asteroid belt. This rather novel detection technique utilizes the Juno spacecraft's prodigious 60 m² of solar array as a dust detector and provides valuable information on the distribution and motion of interplanetary (>µm sized) dust.
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Observations of MeV electrons in Jupiter's innermost radiation belts and polar regions by the Juno radiation monitoring investigation: Perijoves 1 and 3

Juno's “Perijove 1” (27 August 2016) and “Perijove 3” (11 December 2016) flybys through the innermost region of Jupiter’s magnetosphere (radial distances <2 Jovian radii, 1.06 RJ at closest approach) provided the first in situ look at this region's
radiation environment. Juno's Radiation Monitoring Investigation collected particle counts and noise signatures from penetrating high-energy particle impacts in images acquired by the Stellar Reference Unit and Advanced Stellar Compass star trackers, and the Jupiter Infrared Auroral Mapper infrared imager. This coordinated observation campaign sampled radiation at the inner edges of the high-latitude lobes of the synchrotron emission region and more distant environments. Inferred omnidirectional >5 MeV and >10 MeV electron fluxes derived from these measurements provide valuable constraints for models of relativistic electron environments in the inner radiation belts. Several intense bursts of high-energy particle counts were also observed by the Advanced Stellar Compass in polar regions outside the radiation belts.
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The Juno Magnetic Field Investigation

The Juno Magnetic Field investigation (MAG) characterizes Jupiter’s planetary magnetic field and magnetosphere, providing the first globally distributed and proximate measurements of the magnetic field of Jupiter. The magnetic field instrumentation consists of two independent magnetometer sensor suites, each consisting of a tri-axial Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) sensor and a pair of co-located imaging sensors mounted on an ultra-stable optical bench. The imaging system sensors are part of a subsystem that provides accurate attitude information (to ~20 arcsec on a spinning spacecraft) near the point of measurement of the magnetic field. The two sensor suites are accommodated at 10 and 12 m from the body of the spacecraft on a 4 m long magnetometer boom affixed to the outer end of one of its three solar array assemblies. The magnetometer sensors are controlled by independent and functionally identical electronics boards within the magnetometer electronics package mounted inside Juno’s massive radiation shielded vault. The imaging sensors are controlled by a fully hardware redundant electronics package also mounted within the radiation vault. Each magnetometer sensor measures the vector magnetic field with 100 ppm absolute vector accuracy over a wide dynamic range (to 16 Gauss = $1.6 \times 10^6$ per axis) with a resolution of ~0.05 nT in the most sensitive dynamic range (±1600 nT per axis). Both magnetometers sample the magnetic field simultaneously at an intrinsic sample rate of 64 vector samples per second. The magnetic field instrumentation may be reconfigured in flight to meet unanticipated needs and is fully hardware redundant. The attitude determination system compares images with an on-board star catalog to provide attitude solutions (quaternions) at a rate of up to 4 solutions per second, and may be configured to acquire images of selected targets for science and engineering analysis. The system tracks and catalogs objects that pass through the imager field of view and also provides a continuous record of radiation exposure. A spacecraft magnetic control program was implemented to provide a magnetically clean environment for the magnetic sensors, and residual spacecraft fields and/or sensor offsets are monitored in flight taking advantage of Juno’s spin (nominally 2 rpm) to separate environmental fields from those that rotate with the spacecraft.
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The Juno Radiation Monitoring (RM) Investigation

The Radiation Monitoring Investigation of the Juno Mission will actively retrieve and analyze the noise signatures from penetrating radiation in the images of Juno’s star cameras and science instruments at Jupiter. The investigation’s objective is to profile Jupiter’s > 10-MeV electron environment in regions of the Jovian magnetosphere which today are still largely unexplored. This paper discusses the primary instruments on Juno which contribute to the investigation’s data suite, the measurements of camera noise from penetrating particles, spectral sensitivities and measurement ranges of the instruments, calibrations performed prior to Juno’s first science orbit, and how the measurements may be used to infer the external relativistic electron environment.
MicroASC instrument onboard Juno spacecraft utilizing inertially controlled imaging

This contribution describes the post-processing of the raw image data acquired by the microASC instrument during the Earth-fly-by of the Juno spacecraft. The images show a unique view of the Earth and Moon system as seen from afar. The procedure utilizes attitude measurements and inter-calibration of the Camera Head Units of the microASC system to trigger the image capturing. The triggering is synchronized with the inertial attitude and rotational phase of the sensor acquiring the images. This is essentially works as inertially controlled imaging facilitating image acquisition from unexplored perspectives of moons, asteroids, icy rocks and planetary rings.
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A search for minor bodies in the Jovian tenuous ring system
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On-the Fly Merging of Attitude Solutions
Recent advances in autonomous attitude determination instrumentation enable even small satellites flying fully autonomous multi head star trackers providing full accurate and robust attitude information. Each sensor provides the full attitude information but for robustness and optimal usage of the available information, i.e. optimal accuracy, methods for merging such data should be investigated. The need for and desirability of attitude merging depends on the mission objective and available resources. To enable real-time attitude control and reduce requirements on download budget, on-
board merging of attitude data will often be advantageous. This should be weighted against the need for post observation reconstruction of attitudes, especially needed when end products are sensitive to optimal attitude reconstruction. Instrument integrated merging algorithms will reduce the complexity of on-board AOCS. Methods for attitude merging are many. Two examples of merging methods taking into consideration anisotropic noise distributions are presented and discussed.
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**The Swarm Magnetometry Package**
The Swarm mission under the ESA’s Living Planet Programme is planned for launch in 2010 and consists of a constellation of three satellites at LEO. The prime objective of Swarm is to measure the geomagnetic field with unprecedented accuracy in space and time. The magnetometry package consists of an extremely accurate and stable vector magnetometer, which is co-mounted in an optical bench together with a start tracker system to ensure mechanical stability of the measurements.
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**Micro Advanced Stellar Compass, SWARM: Single Star Measurement – feasibility study, ASC-DTU-TR-3039**
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Advanced stellar compass deep space navigation, ground testing results
Deep space exploration is in the agenda of the major space agencies worldwide and at least the European Space Agency (SMART & Aurora Programs) and the American NASA (New Millennium Program) have set up programs to allow the development and the demonstration of technologies that can reduce the risks and the costs of the deep space missions. Navigation is the Achilles' heel of deep space. Being performed on ground, it imposes considerable constraints on the system and the operations, it is very expensive to execute, especially when the mission lasts several years and, above all, it is not failure tolerant. Nevertheless, up to now, ground navigation has been the only possible solution. The technological breakthrough of advanced star trackers, like the micro-advanced stellar compass (mu ASC) might change this situation. Indeed, exploiting the capabilities of this instrument, the authors have devised a method to determine the orbit of a spacecraft autonomously, on-board and without any a priori knowledge of any kind. The solution is robust, elegant and fast. This paper presents the preliminary performances obtained during the ground tests. The results are very positive and encouraging.
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Enhanced mission performance from autonomous instrument guidance

During the last decade improvements in electronics, on-board processing power and software design have lead to significant advances in the development of autonomous instrumentation for spacecraft use. The Advanced Stellar Compass (ASC) and the newly developed micro-ASC (mu ASC) are excellent examples of such autonomous space instrumentation. With its full autonomy, this star tracker is capable of providing, in real-time, the absolute orientation with respect to the celestial reference frame with an accuracy of a few arc seconds. This high accuracy along with the robust operations, low weight and power consumption makes the mu ASC an ideal instrument for small, high yielding satellite missions. The ASC has hitherto been used by the satellite AOCS and the high accuracy scientific instrument for attitude recovery (among others onboard ORSTED, CHAMP, and GRACE), and satellite high accuracy target acquisition and pointing (PROBA). Here three applications of the mu ASC as an autonomous onboard precision guide for precision vector instrumentation are presented. These are autonomous onboard antenna guidance, telescope guidance and tracking and high accuracy and wide range laser rangers.
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In-flight Quality and Accuracy of Attitude Measurements from the CHAMP Advanced Stellar Compass

The German geo-observations satellite CHAMP carries highly accurate vector instruments. The orientation of these relative to the inertial reference frame is obtained using star trackers. These advanced stellar compasses (ASC) are fully autonomous units, which provide, in real time, the absolute attitude with accuracy in the arc second range. In order to investigate the in-flight accuracy of the ASC, the terminology to characterize noise and biases is introduced. Relative instrument accuracy (RIA) and absolute instrument accuracy (AIA) can in principle be determined in-flight. However problems with modeling external noise sources often arise. The special CHAMP configuration with two star tracker cameras mounted fixed together provides an excellent opportunity to determine the AIA in-flight using the inter boresight angle.
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Motion Compensation Techniques for Aerospace
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Star-Tracking in High Radiation Regime: In-Flight Results from the SMART-1 mission
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The Micro Advanced Stellar Compass for ESA's PROBA 2 Mission
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The Proba Satellite Star Tracker Performance

ESA's PROBA satellite features a high degree of autonomy, both technologically and scientifically. It is build around a powerful command, data and AOCS controller and with its less than 100 kg it is a true microsatellite. The scientific mission of PROBA includes a scanning telescope, which calls for high pointing accuracy and agility. The Advanced Stellar Compass (ASC) provides the pointing knowledge with arc-second accuracy. A description of the PROBA ASC is given and various aspects of the ASC are treated: Handling of solar and lunar blinding and dark and lit Earth horizons in the field of view. The accuracy of the PROBA ASC is analyzed comparing the measurements from the ASC's two camera-heads. Investigation of this Inter-Boresight Angle demonstrates the spacecraft thermal flexures, and models this to arc-second level. The astronomical aberration corrector of the ASC is investigated and confirmed. Finally timing and radiation handling of the ASC is treated.
Advanced stellar compass - Onboard autonomous orbit determination, preliminary performance

Deep space exploration is in the agenda of the major space agencies worldwide; certainly the European Space Agency (SMART Program) and the American NASA (New Millennium Program) have set up programs to allow the development and the demonstration of technologies that can reduce the risks and the cost of deep space missions. From past experience, it appears that navigation is the Achilles heel of deep space missions. Performed on ground, this imposes considerable constraints on the entire system and limits operations. This makes it very expensive to execute, especially when the mission lasts several years and, furthermore, it is not failure tolerant. Nevertheless, to date, ground navigation has been the only viable solution. The technology breakthrough of advanced star trackers, like the advanced stellar compass (ASC), might change this situation. Indeed, exploiting the capabilities of this instrument, the authors have devised a method to determine the orbit of a spacecraft autonomously, onboard, and without a priori knowledge of any kind. The solution is robust and fast. This paper presents the preliminary performance obtained during the ground testing in August 2002 at the Mauna Kea Observatories. The main goals were: (1) to assess the robustness of the method in solving autonomously, onboard, the position lost-in-space problem; (2) to assess the preliminary accuracy achievable with a single planet and a single observation; (3) to verify the autonomous navigation (AutoNav) module could be implemented into an ASC without degrading the attitude measurements; and (4) to identify the areas of development and consolidation. The results obtained are very encouraging.

Advanced stellar compass - Onboard autonomous orbit determination, preliminary performance

Deep space exploration is in the agenda of the major space agencies worldwide; certainly the European Space Agency (SMART Program) and the American NASA (New Millennium Program) have set up programs to allow the development and the demonstration of technologies that can reduce the risks and the cost of deep space missions. From past experience, it appears that navigation is the Achilles heel of deep space missions. Performed on ground, this imposes considerable constraints on the entire system and limits operations. This makes it very expensive to execute, especially when the mission lasts several years and, furthermore, it is not failure tolerant. Nevertheless, to date, ground navigation has been the only viable solution. The technology breakthrough of advanced star trackers, like the advanced stellar compass (ASC), might change this situation. Indeed, exploiting the capabilities of this instrument, the authors have devised a method to determine the orbit of a spacecraft autonomously, onboard, and without a priori knowledge of any kind. The solution is robust and fast. This paper presents the preliminary performance obtained during the ground testing in August 2002 at the Mauna Kea Observatories. The main goals were: (1) to assess the robustness of the method in solving autonomously, onboard, the position lost-in-space problem; (2) to assess the preliminary accuracy achievable with a single planet and a single observation; (3) to verify the autonomous navigation (AutoNav) module could be implemented into an ASC without degrading the attitude measurements; and (4) to identify the areas of development and consolidation. The results obtained are very encouraging.
Autonomous Control of a mobile 20-inch outreach telescope using a star-tracker
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Autonomous Target Ranging Techniques

For the deep space asteroid mission, Bering, the main goal is the detection and tracking of near Earth objects (NEOs) and asteroids. One of the key science instruments is the 0.3-m telescope used for imaging and tracking of the detected asteroidal objects. For efficient use of the observation time of this telescope, a fast determination of the range to and the motion of the detected targets are important. This is needed in order to prepare the future observation strategy for each target, i.e. when is the closest approach where imaging will be optimal. In order to quickly obtain such a determination two ranging strategies are presented. One is an improved laser ranger with an effective range with non-cooperative targets of at least 10,000 km, demonstrated in ground tests. The accuracy of the laser ranging will be approximately 1 m. The laser ranger may furthermore be used for trajectory determination of nano-gravity probes, which will perform direct mass measurements of selected targets. The other is triangulation from two spacecraft. For this method it is important to distinguish between detection and tracking range, which will be different for Bering since different instruments are used for detection and tracking. Also, the baseline distance between the two spacecraft will provide two different (close and far) scenarios of observation. The limiting range and the relative range accuracies of the triangulation method are discussed.
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Bering Mission Navigation Method

"Bering", after the name of the famous Danish explorer, is a near Earth object (NEO) and main belt asteroids mapping mission envisaged by a consortium of Danish universities and research institutes. To achieve the ambitious goals set forth by this mission, while containing the costs and risks, "Bering" sports several new technological enhancements and advanced instruments under development at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU). The autonomous on-board orbit determination method is part of them and it is described in this paper.
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The Bering Autonomous Target Detection

An autonomous asteroid target detection and tracking method has been developed. The method features near omnidirectionality and focus on high speed operations and completeness of search of the near space rather than the traditional faint object search methods, employed presently at the larger telescopes. The method has proven robust in operation and is well suited for use onboard spacecraft. As development target for the method and the associated instrumentation the asteroid research mission Bering has been used. Onboard a spacecraft, the autonomous detection is centered around the fully autonomous star tracker the Advanced Stellar Compass (ASC). One feature of this instrument is that potential targets are registered directly in terms of date, right ascension, declination, and intensity, which greatly facilitates both tracking search and registering. Results from ground and inflight tests are encouraging, both with respect to robustness, speed and accuracy, and demonstrates the span and range of applications of this technology.
The Bering Target Tracking Instrumentation

The key science instrument on the Bering satellite mission is a relative small telescope with an entrance aperture of 300 mm and a focal length between 500 and 1000 mm. The detection of potential targets is performed by one of the target scanning advanced stellar compasses (ASCs). This procedure results in a simple prioritized list of right ascension, declination, proper motion and intensity of each prospective target. The telescope itself has a dedicated ASC Camera Head Unit (CHU) mounted on the secondary mirror, largely co-aligned with the telescope. This CHU accurately determines the telescope's pointing direction. To achieve fast tracking over a large solid angle, the telescope pointing is achieved by means of a folding mirror in the optical pathway. When a prospective target approaches the telescope FOV, the ASC on the secondary will guide the folding mirror into position such that the target is inside the telescope FOV. During the telescope observation time, the ASC will constantly control the folding mirror to correctly position the target at the center of the telescope, basically performing a standard telescope tracking service. The telescope will alter the initial target acquisition track and observe the object of interest. To achieve milliarcsecond accuracy the telescope is equipped with a tip-tilt system on the secondary. The performance of the acquisition and telescope guidance has been tested and excellent noise, acquisition and settling time performance has been achieved. The operations have been verified for telescope focal lengths of 250 and 8000 mm.
The Micro ASC, a Miniature Star Tracker
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The Proba Satellite Star Tracker Performance
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The Autonomy of the ASC In Flight Performance Compared to On-Ground Testing
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3-D Reconstruction From Satellite Images: Master Thesis
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Autonomous Planetary 3-D Reconstruction From Satellite Images
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Documentation for delivery of Star Tracker to ADEOS II

General information
Documentation for delivery of Star Tracker to CHAMP
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Documentation for delivery of Star Tracker to PROBA
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Documentation for delivery of Star Tracker to SAC-C
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Proton Testing of Advanced Stellar Compass Digital Processing Unit
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RFP for CNES micro satellite program.
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RFP for Smiles and Maxi projects to the Internationale Space Station
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RFP for the Auroral Multiscale Midex (AMM) Mission star tracker.
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RFP for the italien satellite AGILE.
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Design and Implementation of a star trackers for the European SMART-1 mission to the Moon

The European Space Agency, ESA, is presently designing the small spacecraft SMART-1, which is bound for the Moon where its scientific objective is a study of radiometric and albedo properties of the Lunar surface. SMART-1 will, apart from several advanced instruments, also utilize a new propulsion system to change the orbit from the Geostationary Transfer Orbit into which it is inserted, to a low lunar orbit. Although this propulsion system has a very high specific impulse, the thrust is relatively low, resulting in a slow orbit transfer. This implies, that the spacecraft, and its systems, must be designed to survive substantial radiation in the Van Allen belts. IAU will design, verify and build the attitude sensors for SMART-1 such that proper operations will be maintained during the high radiation exposure, and such that high accuracy is ensured for the science instrumentation upon arrival at the lunar orbit.
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**Design and Review of STT for the SMILES and MAXI experiments**
The International Space Station (ISS) which is currently under construction, as a worldwide collaboration. The Japanese contribution, JEM carry, apart from pressurised module for astronauts, an exposed facility for four remote sensing and earth observation moduels. IAU is collaborating with NASA, the Japanese Space Agensy, on developing inertial reference instruments for two of these modules, namely the SMILES (Superconducting SubMillimeter Limb-Emission Sounder) and MAXI (Monitor of All-sky X-ray Image).
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**HITSAT**
The Chinese government is developing a crop and forest surveillance satellite. The Harbin institute of Technology is the prime contractor. Together with Dornier Satelliten Systeme GMBH, IAU is developing the image platform for the satellite.
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**Star Camera Assembly for the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) Project**
The National Aeronautics and Space Agency of USA, NASA, are working on formation flying capabilities for spacecrafts. The first mission to use this technology is the gravitometry mission GRACE. The two GRACE spacecrafts will fly in close
formation in low earth orbit, with a separation varying from 200 to 500 km. The spacecraft distance must be monitored with an accuracy of better than 1 micrometer/sec. IAU is together with the GRACE project at JPL developing the inter spacecraft attitude link which is a prerequisite for the mission objectives to be met.
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**Development of ASC Star Sensors for the small-satellite mission PROBA**
The European space Agency, ESA have decided to develop a series of small satellites aimed at augmenting Europeean capabilities within the field of autonomy, robustness and the "better, faster and cheaper" production strategy. This spacecraft series has been dubbed "PROBA". IAU is, together with ESA, developing a star tracker capable of operatin in an entirely autonomous spacecraft environment. The Satellite prime contractor is Verhaert of Belgium with which IAU is developing the interface, and the control strategy.
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**Project**
ADEOS2 satellite attitude reference instrument.
The ADEOS2 is a large satellite build under contract to the Japanese space agency NASDA. NASA/JPL has delivered a precision scatterometer, the SeaWind, that is to make precision mapping of surface wind patterns. The predecessor of this instrument flew on the NSCAT, detecting and monitoring e.g. the "El Nino" phenomenon. When NCAT ceased to operate, it was decided to upscope the ADEOS2/SeaWind with a precision attitude reference to enable a continued global monitoring. The Advanced Stellar Compass was selected to provide the attitude measurements.
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Advanced Stellar Compass For the SAC-C satellite
The international Geophysics potential decade, has been declared beginning with the launch of the Ørsted satellite. To support the effort of precise mapping of the Geomagnetic field, NASA, the Argentine and the Danish government decided to include a simplified version of the Ørsted instrumentation platform in the Argentine SAC-C satellite. The Space Instrumentation Group was contracted to develop an improved version of the Ørsted Star Imager for this mission.
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Development of a Star Imager for the German mini satellite Champ

The German government research establishment "GeoForschungsZentrum" developed under a contract to the German government a microsatellite named "Champ". The Space Instrumentation Group was given a contract to modify the first generation Star Imager with one camera, to the new Star Imager which features two cameras. The flight instruments were delivered for integration in the fall of 1998. the Integration and Test phase will commence throughout 1999.
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